Ace of Clubs
**STRENGTH**
overcoming desire, building trust, courage

2 of Clubs
a passionate conversation or debate

3 of Clubs
efforts rewarded, success in business

4 of Clubs
solid foundations, stability, celebration

5 of Clubs / THE DEVIL
temptation, attachment, control

6 of Clubs / THE TOWER
a revelation or drastic shift in perspective

7 of Clubs
vigilance, a struggle to stay ahead

8 of Clubs
repetition, swift movement to create stability

9 of Clubs / THE SUN
clarity, simplicity, new life

10 of Clubs
a responsibility or burden

Jack of Clubs
the enthusiastic pursuit of a new venture

Queen of Clubs
confidence, strength

King of Clubs
THE MAGICIAN
skill, transformation

Ace of Diamonds
THE WORLD
peace, travel, open-mindedness

2 of Diamonds
THE HIGH PRIESTESS
juggling, multitasking

3 of Diamonds
craftsmanship, successful collaboration, admiration

4 of Diamonds
hesitation to help others, preoccupation with material possessions

5 of Diamonds
THE HIEROPHANT
tradition, spiritual authority, deception

6 of Diamonds
charity, harmony, cooperation

7 of Diamonds / THE STAR
hope, healing

8 of Diamonds
comfort achieved through work and persistence

9 of Diamonds
THE HERMIT
sacrifice without regret, self-care

10 of Diamonds
a choice of security over risk, enjoyment of wealth

Jack of Diamonds
fascination, wonder, scholarship

Queen of Diamonds
a bond between the internal and external, mastery, not control, of nature

King of Diamonds
generosity, happiness found in nature or spirituality

Ace of Hearts
emotional, spiritual, or creative flow

2 of Hearts / TEMPERANCE
balance, moderation

3 of Hearts
a party or celebration

4 of Hearts
hesitation to try something new, fear of repeating past mistakes

5 of Hearts
learning from mistakes, moving forward

6 of Hearts / THE LOVERS
love, beauty, union

7 of Hearts
secrets, imagination, new feelings

8 of Hearts / THE MOON
subtlety, mystery, instinct

9 of Hearts
selfishness, excess

10 of Hearts
THE WHEEL OF FORTUNE
plans set in motion

Jack of Hearts
unconscious thoughts coming to the surface, contemplation

Queen of Hearts
THE EMPRESS
fertility, responsibility to nature

King of Hearts
THE EMPEROR
wisdom, experience, authority

Ace of Spades
focus, clarity

2 of Spades
THE HANGED MAN
peace through self-discipline, freedom from distraction

3 of Spades
moving beyond sorrow, understanding one’s own feelings

4 of Spades / DEATH
the cycle of creation, destruction, and renewal

5 of Spades
possible disappointment, a difficult opponent

6 of Spades
leaving worries behind, a transition

7 of Spades / THE CHARIOT
a triumph, a breakthrough, an inventive solution

8 of Spades / JUSTICE
reason, fairness

9 of Spades
the thoughts that keep a person awake, a struggle to make sense of events

10 of Spades / JUDGMENT
waking up, an announcement

Jack of Spades
cautions

Queen of Spades
strategy, intelligence, ambition

King of Spades
THE EMPEROR
wisdom, experience, authority